
Intro to Programming the Lego Robots

Hello Byng Roboticists!  I'm writing this introductory guide will teach you the basic commands to 

control your Lego NXT Robots.  Keep in mind there are many more commands to explore; for a 

complete list, check out the API pages on the Robotics page of my website.  However, when you are 

just getting started, it is important to just look at the most important commands first so that you don't 

feel overwhelmed!  So, I have written this document to introduce to you to various commands.  I have 

divided it into the following sections:

1. Buttons – Learn how to have your robot respond to  you pushing its buttons.

2. LCD – Learn how to output information to the screen.

3. Pilot – Learn how to drive 2-wheeled vehicles.

4. Motors – Learn how to control individual motors, such as the one powering the Tribot's claw.

5. Sensors: Using the Sounds, Touch, Light, and Ultrasonic sensors

6. Examples of how to put it all together.

Buttons Methods

Java allows you to program responses to any of the buttons on the NXT command brick.  The 

most common use for this early on will be making your program pause until you press a button.  This 

way your robot won't start driving the second you upload your code.

You can access the 4 different buttons with these identifiers:  Button.LEFT, 
Button.RIGHT, Button.ENTER (the orange one), and Button.ESCAPE (the dark grey one) 

You can have your program wait until the enter button is pressed like this:

Button.ENTER.waitForPress();

Or have the program wait for any button to be pressed like this:

Button.waitForPress();



LCD Methods

You can write text to the LCD screen.  This is especially useful for finding errors in your code. 

For example, you can inspect the values of variables by printing them to the screen.  Here are some 

examples:

LCD.drawString("Hello!", 0, 1); //draws text to the lcd 
  screen at specified x,y 
  position (0,1)

LCD.drawInt(num, 3, 9, 0); //draws an integer variable 'num' 
  to the screen, occupying at 
  least 3 digits, and positioned 
  at (9,0)

To clear the screen, use:

LCD.clearDisplay();

Pilot Methods

If you want to drive your Tribot, use the Pilot object.  The Pilot object has many useful methods 

for getting around.  To move backwards or forwards you can use: 

Pilot.forward();

Pilot.backward();

These methods will cause the robot to continue to move until you call the stop method:

Pilot.stop();



Alternatively, you can have your Tribot travel a specific distance.  To make the Tribot drive 50 

units, where units the type of unit is defined by whatever units your wheelbase and wheel radius are in 

(probably centimeters):

Pilot.travel(50);

Pilot.travel(-100);

If you want to steer your robot,  you can rotate it by a specific angle using:

Pilot.rotate(90);

Pilot.rotate(-45);

Motors

If you want to use a specific motor, such as the motor that controls the Tribot's claw, use the 

Motor class.  The three Motors are Motor.A, Motor.B, and Motor.C.  To make the Motor 

plugged into port C rotate 360 degrees and back again, use:

Motor.C.rotate(360);
Motor.C.rotate(-360);

Sound Sensor

To have your robot respond to sounds, use the sound sensor, which is basically just a 

microphone.  Assuming you called your SoundSensor object “sound”, then you can read the ambient 

noise levels in the environment using:

sound.readValue();

which returns an int between 0 and 100, where 100 is the loudest possible reading.  To have your robot 

detect how quiet the room is, you could do something like this:



int noise = sound.readValue();
System.out.println(“Sound Level is: “ + noise);
if (noise < 50)  {

System.out.println(“That's pretty quiet”);
} else {

System.out.println(“It's pretty noisy in here”);
}

Touch Sensor

The touch sensor can register physical collisions or be used as a 5th button.  Assuming your 

touch sensor is called “bump”, you can check whether the touch sensor has been activated by using the 

boolean method

bump.isPressed();

So, if you wanted to make your robot stop when it bumps into something, you could use the following 

if statement:

if (bump.isPressed()) {

Pilot.stop();

}

Light Sensor

The light sensor can be used to detect the brightness in the room, or to analyze the relative 

darkness of surfaces.  To use the light sensor you first have to calibrate it.  Assuming your light sensor 

is called “light”, then you can use



light.calibrateHigh();
light.calibrateLow();

to calibrate the high (light colors) and low (dark colors) values of the sensor.  Here is a script that 

makes it easy to calibrate your light sensor:

System.out.println("Press any button to set dark value:");
     Button.waitForPress();

light.calibrateLow();
Sound.beepSequence();
System.out.println("Press any button to set light value:");
Button.waitForPress();
light.calibrateHigh();
Sound.beepSequenceUp();
System.out.println("Light sensor is calibrated!");
System.out.println();

When running the script, put your light sensor over something black to make it read the low value, and 

over something white to make it read the high value.

Once your light sensor is calibrated, you can read the value of the sensor like this:

light.readNormalizedValue();

This returns an int between 1 and 100, where 100 is bright as the white thing that you calibrated the 

sensor with, and 1 is as dark as the black thing that you calibrated the sensor with.

Ultrasonic Sensor

The ultrasonic sensor uses a pulse of high-frequency sound like a sonar to detect the distance 

between itself and other objects.  Assuming your ultrasonic sensor is called “sonic”, first set it to 

continuous mode like this:



sonic.continuous();

Then, you can read the distance between it and objects in its path using:

sonic.getDistance();

Examples

To begin with the robots, use the default project that you can download from my website.  The 

code looks like this:

import java.io.File;
import lejos.nxt.Button;
import lejos.nxt.Motor;
import lejos.nxt.SensorPort;
import lejos.nxt.TouchSensor;
import lejos.nxt.UltrasonicSensor;
import lejos.nxt.LightSensor;
import lejos.nxt.SoundSensor;
import lejos.nxt.Sound;
import lejos.robotics.navigation.TachoPilot;

public class Tribot {

    // Instance Variables ---------------------------------------------------
    TachoPilot pilot;
    TouchSensor bump;
    LightSensor light;
    SoundSensor sound;
    UltrasonicSensor sonic;

    // Constructor ----------------------------------------------------------
    // Initializes sensor and pilot objects
    public Tribot (float WheelDiameter, float WheelBase){
        pilot = new TachoPilot(WheelDiameter, WheelBase, Motor.B, Motor.C);
        bump  = new TouchSensor(SensorPort.S1);
        sound = new SoundSensor(SensorPort.S2);
        light = new LightSensor(SensorPort.S3);
        sonic = new UltrasonicSensor(SensorPort.S4);
    }
  
    public static void main(String[] args) {
        Tribot tribot = new Tribot(5.65f,10.8f); //must adjust wheelbase
        Button.waitForPress();

  //write your code here!
    }   
}



Make sure to accurately set the WheelDiameter and WheelBase, as well as make sure the different 

sensors and motors are plugged into the same ports as your code.

So what do you write now?  In order for a robot to make interesting decisions, you will need to 

have it running a loop that will continuously check its sensor values.  A great condition is to keep 

looping until somebody presses the escape button.  That way you can turn off your robot with the dark 

grey escape button.  Here is an example of using such a loop to constantly output the value of a sensor:

while (!Button.ESCAPE.isPressed()) {
int noise = sound.readValue();
System.out.println(“Noise Level: “ + noise);
LCD.clearDisplay();

}

This would effectively turn your NXT into a sound measuring tool, and when you are done, 

pressing the escape button would kill the loop and end the program.  

More examples to come!


